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Well Novemeber is coming up and We want some input for you guys as to what you would like to do
for November.
Here are some options. 

HM Fight Club - A weekly fight tornament series. Each week artist will be given two character to do a
fight scene. The artists decide who wins the fight in their image. The next week, They have to do a
image with the character they picked to win and a new character that will be given to them. 4 images
in total will be done.

Original Character Creation Kit- Make a new character and original character. The twist is you will
have to pick powers and origin from a List and make it fit the Design.

If they Mated - do a Image of the child of two characters once the child is all grown up. What
would you get if She-hulk and Martian Manhunter got it on. Wolverine and Wonder Woman,
Lobo and Psylocke. Stuff like that. Mix and match create a new kid based on two previous
characters. 

Don't quit your day job - What superheroes do for their day jobs, Wolverine as a barber,
SpiderWoman as a Exterminator, Black Bolt as a motivational speaker, Ghost rider as a pastor etc.
etc.

The Lair - Do an image of a hero/villian in there home. Batman has his Bat cave, Superman has the
fortress of solitude, Where the hell does ambushbug hang out, What does Cyclops room at the
mansion look like? You decide. 

Extreme HM makeover - Take something from the past comics, cartoon, Sci-fi, fantasy. That is dated
and no longer is good and/or mets todays standards and bring it upto todays Awesomeness. 

Movie Mania - Make a beleivable fake movie poster. Make up a pretend comic movie and do a movie
poster or 2 to attract an audience to go and see it.
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